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1. Introduction 

A data stream is a set of data which has the property of being continuous and having an unlimited 

quantity. Any algorithm designed for mining data streams has to deal with the following 

constraints: endless stream, limited memory, limited time, possible evolve of data distribution, 

noisy data and varying data rates (Kranen, 2011).   
 

The anytime algorithm is an algorithm framework which allows classifier algorithms to be designed 

to produce classification results at any time (Zilberstein and Russell, 1995). The framework tries to 

maximize the quality of classification results when there is enough time to do so, if not the 

algorithm will provide the result which has the maximum confidence score according to the 

possible computational resources spent on it. It is designed to have the maximum usage of 

computational resources and processes each object as fast as possible while at the same time have 

an acceptable accuracy. 
 

Systematic research on mechanisms of anytime algorithm started as early as 1990s. At 1995, (Grass 

and Zilberstein, 1995) reported on how to build a anytime algorithm which uses trees and described 

their method of evaluation. In recent years, many algorithm like nearest neighbor (Shieh and Keogh, 

2010; Ueno et al, 2006), naïve Bayes (Hui et al, 2009; Kranen, P., 2011), SVM (Kranen and Seidl, 

2009) and clustering (Kranen et al, 2009) have been successfully developed under the anytime 

algorithm framework. Many methods for exemplar selection, like robin round and Bsfdistance, have 

been proposed (Shieh and Keogh, 2010; Hui et al, 2009). 

 

The Anytime algorithm has been used among many fields like speech parsing (Gorz and Kesseler, 

1994), image processing (Kywe et al, 2006), searching for database applications (Xu et al, 2008). 

And has been proposed to use on a GPU architecture (Mangharam and Saba, 2011).   

 

Different optimization methods have been proposed on these algorithms. For example, when using 

nearest neighbor classifier, Ueno et al(2006) optimized the classification by moving the worst 

exemplar, defined as the exemplar giving the least contribution to the classification result, to the last 

of training set. Another optimization is to put one exemplar of every class to the beginning of 

training set in order to improve the intermediate result, this method was proposed in (Shieh and 

Keogh, 2010).  
 

2. Method 

 

2.1 Nearest Neighbor 
Nearest neighbor algorithm is often seen as a lazy method. Because it does not do any learning, it 

only remembers exemplar it has been shown during training (Witten, 2010). When used for 

classification it compares the test example with each exemplar it memorized to find the one with the 

most similarities. This class is then used as the classification result. We can see that the computation 
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and storage requirements are high. Because of this, optimization methods like ball-tree and kD-tree 

are often used. In a data streaming setting the usual way to implement a nearest neighbor algorithm 

is to limit the amount of exemplar for training set allowed. 

 

In (Shieh and Keogh, 2010), the author proposed a modified version of 1NN classifier. They 

proposed to add an instance from each class to the start of the training set stored within the 1NN 

classifier causing the performance of 1NN classifier would improve. 
 

2.2 Instance selection method 

 

Instance select method is used to select suitable instances for process during classification.  

 

2.2.1 Serial 
First-Come First-Served (FCFS) is a method of selection which selects instances according to the 

sequence they arrive in the data stream. FCFS allocates computation resources for each instance and 

outputs classification results before it classifies the next instance. 

 

2.2.2 Round Robin.  

Round robin (RR) is a method which aims to divide computation time equally among instances. It 

keeps a queue of instances in the sequence they arrived. It then traverses the queue in a round robin 

fashion giving each instance an equal slice of computation time. 
 

2.2.3 BsfDistance 

BsfDistance is a selection method proposed by (Shieh and Keogh, 2010). This method assigns a 

score to each instance and tries to allocate computation time to the instance with the lowest score.  
 

3. Implementation 

 

We implemented the algorithm described by (Shieh and Keogh, 2010) within the MOA framework.  

 

We created an AbstractAnytimeClassifier to be the base for future anytime classifiers. We choose to 

do this as Anytime Classifiers need to have slightly different properties to traditional classifiers. 

They need the ability to return intermediate results and to update these results at a later time. The 

abstract class is derived from MOAs' AbstractClassifier and defines two new methods, initialize and 

update. The initialize method takes an instance and performs initial classification on it then returns 

an intermediate result. The update method takes an intermediate result and continues to classify it.  

 

The anytime algorithm is implemented as an evaluator task. The task takes an anytime classifier and 

a selection method then performs classification on a stream. We implemented the three selection 

methods described above: Serial, Round Robin and BsfDistance. We use arrayDeque as store 

structure for Round Robin and TreeSet for BsfDistance. The removeMax function is handled by 

pollLast() method in TreeSet and removeMin is handled by pollFirst() method.  

 

We implemented an anytime nearest neighbor classifier to be used with this evaluator task. The 

structure 'q' described in (Shieh and Keogh, 2010) is implemented as the class PartialResult. These 

are the intermediate results that need to be returned from an anytime classifier. 

 

4. Experiment 
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In this project, we didn’t use the datasets which used in (), partly because the author of the paper 

add password on their dataset at the location provided in references, partly because the datasets we 

can found is too small to be described as a data stream (eg. ionosphere dataset on UCI only have 

351 instances). Therefore, we choose to use the data generator in MOA to generate artificial dataset. 

In experiment we choose to use RandomTreeGenerator for data generate. We choose to set the class 

number as 5. And the instance number is 1000000. 

 

In this project, we compared two classifiers (modified NN classifier described in (Shieh and Keogh, 

2010) and basic 1NN classifier) with 3 select methods (Serial, Round Robin and BsfDistance). In 

experiment we set the epsilon value used for stop search as 0.8.   

 

In order to acquire a constant arrive time we implement two time arrival methods described in 

(Shieh and Keogh, 2010). The first is constant arrival time: 

                ( )   ⌊    ⌋         

where D is the trainset stored within nearest neighbor classifier,    is the size of the trainset. The 

second is non-constant arrival time: 

 

                ( )         (⌊    ⌋)        . 

 

 

      
(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 4-1 Classification performance of two classifiers with 3 select methods, image (a) use 

constant arrival time, image (b) use non-constant arrival time. 

From Figure 4-1 we can see that nearest neighbor classifier use BsfDistance in anytime framework 

can classify more accurate. And modified nearest neighbor classifier can classify a little more 

accuracy than basic nearest neighbor classifier.  Although we can’t explain the accuracy of Round 

Robin is lower than Serial method. 
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(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 4-2 RAM-Hour of two classifiers with 3 select methods use non-constant arrival time, image 

(a) use constant arrival time, image (b) use non-constant arrival time. 

In Figure 4-2 we can see the RAM-Hour of two classifiers with 3 select methods. In compare with 

serial method both Round Robin and BsfDistance have much higher RAM-Hour score, this partly 

because the data structure we chose, partly because in order to comply with the require of  the 

function of the method. If we compare figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 we can see the advantage of 

BsfDistance is not that much, because anyone use the BsfDistance will have to spend more on 

memory and computational resources. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

BsfDistance is a bit more accuracy than Round Robin method. The modified nearest neighbour 

classifier has marginal advantage in accuracy. The BsfDistance require more storage and compute 

resources than serial method. 
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